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Management 
Summary

Companies are currently facing major challenges in recruiting 
along with managing their internal and external workforce .  
The demand for increasingly flexible “tailor-made“ working 
models is growing as a result of social and economic 
developments and the changing requirements of globalization 
and digitization . Due to the demographic developments, 
the shortage of skilled workers is further exacerbating the 
situation . In order to maintain the profitability and sustainable 
competitiveness of companies, making flexible working models 
widely available is becoming increasingly important .

The number of external workers and employees employed in 
flexible working models is increasing at a rapid pace . Globally, 
temporary work increased by 19 .5% last year [1] . In the US,  
more than a third of employees already work in flexible 
employment relationships in the platform economy [2] .  
Overall, there is a trend towards working models outside of  
normal employment relationships, including fixed-term contracts, 
various forms of part-time work, temporary work  
and self-employment [2] .

External employees expect simple recruiting and onboarding 
processes and flexibility in the form of service delivery [3] .  
The expenses of workforce management are rising as a result  
of the increasing complexity of the working models as well as 
the increased fluctuation rate of employees . At the same time, 
the procurement and control processes for external employees 
do not usually meet the increasing requirements for flexibility 
and speed . In addition, there is a lack of strategic and holistically 
controlled personnel planning, which can be observed across all 
industries . 

In leading practices, a multitude of working models and 
contract forms are used in parallel . Companies are countering 
the resulting increase in coordination costs by optimizing their 
workforce management processes . Increasingly, these are being 
internalized and centrally controlled . The basis for this is formed 
by strategically oriented end-to-end processes and IT systems, 
which are frequently introduced as part of the optimization 
process . This is partly based on skill-based total workforce 
management with a common process for internal and external 
employees and partly on a clear demarcation of these groups . 
The governance function, including ensuring compliance and 
strategic make-or-buy decisions, is of particular importance . In a 
holistic approach, the HR organization usually assumes this task 
in close cooperation with the purchasing organization based on 
the needs of the departments .

A holistic workforce management concept includes not only end-
to-end processes but also effective system support to generate 
transparency regarding the number and qualification of the 
resources used, as well as to accelerate processes and ensure 
compliance . At present, however, no single system on the market 
meets the extensive and complex process requirements, which is 
why several systems from personnel planning and eprocurement 
to Talent Relationship Management systems are usually used in 
an integrated manner . 

In this study, an explorative approach is used to identify 
developments and trends and to create an overview of the main 
market players . Furthermore, optimized workforce management 
in leading practices and flexible working models are presented . 
Factors for successful implementation are made clear and, on 
this basis, strategic options for action are shown . 
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1.0   Trends and 
current changes 
in the labor 
market as a field 
of action in the 
HR environment



1.1 Drivers of workforce flexibility

Workforce flexibility is driven by a number of mutually reinforcing trends for 
which the effects are already visible and will continue to significantly change the 
way of working in the future, including the forms of employment . Digitization is 
accompanied by a fundamental change towards expectations which are supported 
by the automation of repetitive activities and the necessity of digital, sometimes 
highly specialized, skills [4] . On the other hand, requirements in the context of 
digitization projects are often only temporary . In addition, digitization establishes 
new possibilities for collaboration and workforce management . Digital platforms 
allow employees to use their human capital flexibly and to unlock entrepreneurial 
mindset . The model of crowd work, i .e . virtual/location-independent work, and gig 
work, i .e . physical / location-based work, made possible by online platforms, provides 
an insight into the disruption caused by digitization .

5

#   Digitalization offers new possibilities for collaboration 
and workforce management 

#   Trend of workers moving from standard employment 
relationships to flexible employment relationships 
continues 

#   Management channel design options are currently  
used professionally by only a few employers 

#   From the employee’s point of view, a countertrend 
to flexibility is also recognizable for permanent 
employment relationships due to increased security 
needs 

#   Respondents define covering competence gaps 
& capacity peaks as the most important goals of 
workforce flexibility

#   Temporary sector is growing measurably globally  
(also in Switzerland) 

#   Gig- and crowd worker trend is relevant in Switzerland, 
but must be considered in a differentiated way 

#   18% of Swiss employees have tested these forms of 
work or are actively involved in them



A look into the future: 
The gig economy is changing into a talent economy: New concepts of employment and ways of working are 
developing in line with the economic development of cloud computing . An increasingly flexible work-force will 
continuously adapt to requirements . Instead of searching for employees, skills are temporarily recruited for 
specific tasks . In the future, this form of work will account for about 40% of productivity [5] .
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Workforce
flexibilization

•  �Half-life of the requirements                       
on the competencies of the   
workforce decreases

•   Innovative ability gains in 
importance

•   Time-to-Hire /  
Source-to-Settle gains 
further importance

•   Changing needs of 
employees in terms of 
employment relationships

•   �Increased variance of 
career paths  

•   Generational aspirations  
to be able to use their human 
capital flexibly

•   Reduced demands on workforce for 
repetitive tasks 

•   �Digital competences requirements 
for temporary highly specialised 
competences in the context of 
digitization projects 

•   �New formats of digital cooperation

•   New possibilities of the  
workforce management

•   �Increasing mobility of 
employees across national 
borders 

 
•   �Internationalization of 

the workforce and new 
opportunities for sourcing 
outside the national borders

•   War for talents as a result of the shortage of skilled workers
•   New requirements for employer branding

Digitization Globalization

Value change

Demographic 
change

Agilization

Figure 1. Drivers of workforce flexibilization.

Gig- and crowd work are already showing their disruptive 
potential in the US . On online platforms, services of all kinds are 
offered at short notice and flexibly to interested companies or 
private individuals . The range of services offered is broad and 
extends from administration, data research, design, product 
management and translation to financial and legal advice .  
This form of flexible and project-based work is often referred 
to as platform economy or on-demand economy . In the course 
of becoming more agile, companies are increasingly using such 
offers to adapt quickly to volatile, uncertain and complex market 
conditions [5] . In the process, cooperation between mobile 
workers across national borders is becoming possible and – 
driven by the requirements of digitization – increasingly 
necessary .

The effects of the change in values and demographic change of 
employment are particularly visible in the labor market, where 
four generations currently meet . While the Post-war generation 
and the Baby-boomers tend to value job security, the life plans 
of Generations X, Y and Z differ and correspondingly changed 
expectations of their work and employment [6] . During the 
course of a career, there are more frequent changes of employer 
and more often several jobs are carried out in parallel and more 
flexibly [7] . In the area of temporary work, Swiss-staffing also 
proves that almost half of all temporary employees actively seek 
this form of flexible, changing work [8] . Among Swiss freelancers, 
50% state that they pursue this activity primarily to earn 
additional income (e .g . in addition to their main occupation) .  
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For around 30% of those surveyed, the main reason is flexibility 
in itself [9] . The use of a more flexible workforce or the offer of 
such forms of employment, thus fits in well with the efforts of 
many companies to assume social responsibility as an attractive 
employer . Especially in Switzerland, the potential of the flexible 
workforce is considerable due to a high level of education, 
the legal framework and the modern lifestyle of the Swiss 
population .

However, the demand for flexible employment must be 
differentiated according to the level of qualification and the 
phase of life, as well as regionally . While there is a strong 
demand for forms of flexibility on the part of Generation Z, 
middle-aged employees [IP4], as well as non-academics are 
increasingly looking for permanent employment relationships 
out of a need for security and thus form a counter-trend, albeit 
a less pronounced one . For non-academics, the search for 
security is the top selection criterion when looking for a job, 
just above their salary expectations . 70% of this occupational 
group searches in job advertisements for information on the 
time limit of an open position [10] . As a result of the divergence 
in the needs of different groups of employees, the range of 
employment forms is increasing .

Due to the low unemployment rate of approx . 2 .3% in 
Switzerland, there is also the situation that not only skilled 
workers, but also employees in low-skilled sectors are difficult 
to recruit [11] . The population trend in Switzerland, as in many 
other European countries, is also declining, making the situation 
even more difficult . As a result, waves of retirements are to be 
expected, which can only be offset to a limited extent by new 
hires and automation [12] . UBS economists estimate that, 
assuming that employment growth continues at the same rate 
as it has done since 1960 (1% p .a .), there will be a shortage of 
over 300,000 workers in Switzerland in the next ten years [13] . 

As a result of the dimensions mentioned above, there is a 
demand market in which companies compete for employees and 
so Employer Branding and flexible working models are becoming 
an increasingly important competitive advantage in the War 
for Talent . Driven by the above-mentioned drivers, the flexibility 
of personnel resources is regarded across all industries as an 
important competitive advantage, in particular for absorbing 
fluctuating workloads, for faster and more flexible acquisition 
and retention of specialist skills and for improving performance .

In addition to the selective coverage of special skills, inconsistent 
order volumes and workloads can be balanced by flexible forms 
of employment . This is particularly necessary to compensate for 
production fluctuations (e .g . in the automotive industry) [IP1], 
and to bridge volatile order situations with capacity gaps and 
peaks [IP2] . Under these conditions, flexible employment is an 
important factor in minimizing risk .

Particularly in the US, the use of flexible employment is seen 
as necessary in order to gain skills that are not available or 
demonstrate limited availability on the “classic“ labor market 
[IP2] . This applies in particular to skills that have emerged 
as a result of the mega-trends of digitization and agile [IP8] . 
The focus is usually less on the number of employees required 
for core processes, but rather on the lack of know-how or 
employment outside the core competencies of a company [IP8/
IP1] . Such know-how is often not permanently required and 
cannot be built up efficiently and with sufficient time-to-market 
through internal personnel development [IP1] . Especially in 
investment projects, where a high number of resources and very 
specific know-how is required for the project duration, flexible 
employees are indispensable [IP4/IP1] . In Europe, the current 
focus of flexibility efforts is primarily on the employment of 
external personnel for individual projects or tasks that fall within 
the above-mentioned area, as well as in the area of knowledge-
driven jobs [IP6] .

« Workforce flexibility  
is the key to winning the 
War for Talent. »

« For us, competition does 
not only mean profitability 
but also availability of 
resources. It is only with 
this availability that we can 
push forward development 
issues. »

« Asset-intensive companies 
plan personnel requirements 
by taking into account external 
parties and "breathing" via 
the share of this workforce, 
depending on the workload »
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However, flexible employment plays an equally important role 
as a recruitment channel for internal employees . In this way, 
experts can be recruited who are not available on the “classic“ 
job market . Flexible working models have a positive effect on 
employer branding and employer attractiveness [IP9] .

Time-to-market is a key indicator in this context, which can be 
improved by quickly adapting the workforce and the associated 
know-how through flexible employment formats [IP7/IP8] . The 
lower the level of qualification required, the faster the position 
should be filled, since the demands on process efficiency and 
effectiveness are particularly high in this area . In such cases, 
experienced external employees can be introduced quickly 
and with manageable effort [IP6] . If they are placed through 
an agency, quality assurance and contract management are 
simplified [IP6] . Internal policies such as “try & hire“ are also 
increasingly used as an instrument of quality assurance before 
new hires [IP1] .

In principle, flexibility is sought at the following levels [7]:

•  Time flexibility to cover fluctuations of employees  
and time economy 
Examples: Part-time work, flextime, annual-, life- and trusted 
working time, paid and unpaid holidays – Sabbaticals, shift 
work

•   Functional flexibility to create functional resource  
flexibility through broader qualification 
Examples: Development of employees for different tasks, 
workplaces, functions and roles and making organizational 
structures more flexible

•  Financial flexibility to increase the variability of wage costs 
Examples: Linking to variable variables (piecework, bonuses, 
commissions, profit sharing, target bonuses, etc .) and duration 
of the remuneration

•  Local flexibility to work anytime / anywhere  
Examples: Public space, in-house and external co-working 
spaces, home office, work on the road and at customers, cross-
location resource flexibility

•  Numerical flexibility to achieve coordination flexibility 
through flexible employment models 
Examples: part-time work, temporary work, marginal and 
fixed-term employment, freelancer / freelancer, on-demand 
models also via online platforms

« The ability to draw 
from the gig talent pool 
distinguishes companies 
from the competition, 
which cannot exploit the 
value of these talents. »
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Especially the local flexibility is currently of increased importance 
due to the SARS-CoV2 pandemic . In addition to the well-known 
advantages of increasing attractiveness as an employer, 
companies that can largely switch to working from home also 
achieve greater resistance to crises . Surveys in Switzerland show 
[14], that 40% of the workforce work occasionally from home, 
while the Swiss Federal Statistical Office states a proportion of 
23 .8% [15] .

More concrete goals of workforce flexibility are classically 
 divided into primary and secondary goals [7] . The following 
primary objectives are typically pursued: (1) cost reduction,  
(2) risk minimizations in personnel planning, (3) covering 
capacity peaks, (4) closing competence gaps and (5) access 
to scarce resources . Secondary goals are: (1) increasing the 
attractiveness of the employer, (2) opening up new recruitment 
pools and (3) reducing administrative costs .

Based on the general conditions of the companies, sector 
specifics and HR strategy, different objectives are pursued with 
increased flexibility of personnel resources . Interviews with large 
Swiss and international companies conducted in the context of 
this study showed that access to scarce resources, the covering 
of skills gaps and capacity peaks can be regarded as the most 
important primary goals . The reduction of administrative costs 
and the increase of employer attractiveness are also relevant 
variables of the secondary objectives, whereas cost reduction 
and risk minimization of personnel planning were evaluated as 
rather unimportant in this context (Figure 2) . It can be stated 
that the ranking of the pursued objectives varies considerably 
and depends on the corporate strategy, the industry, the labor 
markets and the qualification requirements .

1.2 Trends and regional assignment

Trends in flexible employment are shown below in quantitative 
and qualitative form . Since the characteristics of these trends vary 
greatly from country to country, the different developments in 
the US and the European Union will be compared with the trends 
within Switzerland based on current data and previous year‘s 
figures and supplemented with future trends on a global level .

The share of temporary workers in total employment ranges 
from 14 .1% (EU) to 10 .5% (US) and 8 .2% (CH) [8] [16] [1] . It is 
clear that Switzerland has the lowest share of temporary workers 
in total employment, but that the changes compared to the 
previous year appear to be almost constant across all regions . 
However, the absolute number of temporary workers in one 
year compared to the previous year suggests that Switzerland 
is showing strong growth in the temporary sector, as the 12% 
increase over the previous year clearly exceeds the increase in 
the EU and the US  . The US market appears to be much more 
saturated as the number of temporary workers has been reduced 
by 3 .70% . Globally, there has been an increase in temporary 
workers of almost 20% . Both in Switzerland and at the global 
level, this trend is continuing and the workforce is becoming 
more flexible with temporary workers .

Objectives of the workforce flexibilization

Covering capacity peaks

Covering competence gaps

Employer attractiveness

Access to scarce resources

Reduction of administrative burden

Unused recruitment pools

Costs

Risk minimization Personnel planning

Primary goals Secondary goals

1,7

1,6

1,3

1,3

0,3

0,0

0,0

0,0

–0,7

not important: -2 important: 2

Figure 2. Importance of primary and secondary objectives. Average values per answer category with equal weighting of all surveyed companies.
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ith regards to the qualification levels of temporary employees 
in Switzerland, this group consists roughly equally of unskilled 
and skilled workers . 91% of all temporary employees belong to 
these professional qualification levels [8] . As this figure is only 
around 66% of the total Swiss workforce, it can be said that the 
temporary sector continues to be characterized by a focus on 
the lower and middle qualification levels . It plays a subordinate 
role for managers and executive positions with a market share of 
about 3% [8] . Moreover, the majority of temporary workers are 
employed in the industrial sector (61 percent) [17] . The sectoral 
distribution of jobs in the personnel leasing sector also differs 
greatly from the respective shares of total employment . Most 
temporary employees work in the main construction industry 
(13%), followed by the food, chemicals & pharmaceuticals and 
transport and storage sectors [8] .

In addition to temporary workers, forms of flexible working 
models also play an important role for self-employed workers . 
In the US, various forms of freelance work are regarded as an 
elementary factor in the labor market . With a rising tendency, 
around 35% of all employees in this market are already working 
full-time or part-time as freelancers . In the EU, the proportion is 
around 14 .5%, whereas Switzerland has the lowest proportion 
at 12 .8% . Although the proportion in Switzerland has declined 
slightly compared to the previous year, the growth potential is 
evident in the international markets . Freelancing will continue 
to play a more important role within the Flexible Workforce in 
the future [2] . The importance of the platform economy as a 
distribution channel for traditional freelancers is also increasing . 
More than half of the US freelancers already use platforms like 
Freelancer .com to find jobs [2] . 

Global growth until 2023: 40% 
of employees provide services in 
the platform economy; values 
are estimates from surveys with 
transfer to the population. EU 
average from AT, DE, IT, NL, SE, UK. 
Weekly work for the US defined as 
more than 15 hours a week.

The share of external staff in 
personnel costs is estimated at 25% 
in Switzerland and 44% globally.

5 year trend US: >50% of all US-
Americans work as freelancers; 
rising trend in Europe especially 
Generation Z and Millenials.

Globally, the number even
increases by about 19.5%  
compared to the previous year.

 44%
Global trend

Share of tem-
porary workers 
in total em-
ployment 

Number of  
temporary  
employees in a year 
(year-over-year)

Share of self- 
employed per-
sons / freelancers 
(year-over-year)

Plattform  
economy
(Gig- &  
Crowdwork)

Costs of the 
external work-
force compared 
to the internal ~ 25%

Switzerland

8.20%

12.80%

410.000

1,09 Mio.
at least once

(18%)
of the total

 employment

~ 109k
weekly

(10%)
of the platform 

worker

1.00%

12.00%

- 2.00%

EU

14.10%

14.50%

24 Mio.
at least once

(15%)
of the total

 employment

~ 1.68 Mio.
weekly

(7%)
of the platform 

worker

27 Mio.

- 0.20%

2.30%

0.50%

US

57 Mio.
at least once

(36%)
of the total

 employment

~ 7 Mio
weekly

(12.3%)
of the platform 

worker

10.50%

~35.00%

~16 Mio.

0.40%

- 3.70%

1.00%

Figure 3. Flexible workforce management in Switzerland compared to the EU and the US. 

1 Own calculations based on swissstafing 2018, Eurostat 2018, Statista 2018
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These new platform-based working models are essentially 
composed of gig and crowd workers (hereinafter referred to as 
platform economy) . Although the boundaries between services 
provided offline and purely online are becoming increasingly 
blurred and it is no longer possible to make an allocation in all 
cases [18], the present study continues to distinguish between 
location-dependent (gig) and location-independent work 
(crowd) in order to be able to name differences in a structured 
way . The global platform economy represents an annual 
expenditure of 248 billion dollars [11] . In the US, more than one 
third of the employees (approx . 54 million = 36%) already work 
in such flexible employment relationships [2] . In 2023, studies 
expect that more than 40% of employees will offer their services 
and digital skills via platforms and talent markets, which will 
require employers to adapt their personnel policies, processes 
and instruments [19] . In this context, it should be mentioned 
that the classic distinction between full-time and part-time in the 
case of the platform economy does not always meet statistical 
requirements due to the high proportion of multiple employees 
and so-called portfolio workers . For this reason, current studies 
increasingly differentiate between frequency of use (e .g . once, 
daily, weekly, monthly, etc .) [3] . Moreover, no less than 32% of 
the Swiss respondents were already actively seeking this type of 
work [20] . The data from the US, EU and Switzerland described 
above must, however, be viewed in a differentiated manner . 
On the one hand, the values are estimates and extrapolations 
from surveys with a sub-population and on the other hand, 
all persons are defined as platform workers who have carried 
out at least one job in the platform economy within one year . 
If only the share of gig and crowd workers who work in this 
form of employment are considered, the picture is different 
for a maximum of 10% of all employees in Switzerland [3] . In 
the EU, the figure falls just below the 7% limit [5], while the US 
currently records around 12 .3% weekly workforce within the 
platform economy . On platforms, gig work is probably carried 
out more often than crowd work [5] . It is hard to quantify many 
of the strata described in this study given that some of the work 
is location-independent or completely virtual, making data 
collection difficult .

In an international comparison, Switzerland is behind countries 
such as the US and Italy, but well ahead of the UK, Germany, 
the Netherlands and Sweden [5] . The intensity of platform 
use in Switzerland is also surprising, despite the differentiated 
consideration with regard to main and secondary employment . 
26% of gig- and crowd-workers generate more than half of 
their income through the platform economy, and for 12 .5% 
of all respondents, working through the platform is their only 
personal source of income [3] . It should be noted, however, that 
the majority of respondents do not work full-time, but rather 
sporadically via such platforms (example: 2-person household, 
where one person works on a permanent basis and the second 
person uses gig jobs as his or her only personal source of 
income) . According to current studies, the canton of Ticino 

has the highest platform work concentration in Switzerland – 
closely followed by the canton of Zurich [3] A pioneer on the 
operator side is Coople, a company from Zurich, which arranges 
assignments ranging from promotional events in the pedestrian 
zone to office jobs . According to the company, Coople is showing 
two to three-digit growth rates every year [21] . 

The listed facts and estimates make it clear that the workforce 
flexibility through external personnel is becoming more and 
more pronounced, but that this trend is more visible in the US 
than in Europe or Switzerland . However, the figures also imply 
that these trends will also continue in Switzerland . In principle, 
it can be said that the degree to which companies seek external 
employees in Switzerland is significantly lower than in other 
countries, with an estimated maximum of 25% [14] . A study at 
the global level shows that 44% of personnel expenses in larger 
companies are already allocated to external personnel [22] . It is 
also expected that external employment, especially outside the 
core functions of companies, will continue to increase and may 
exceed the number of internal employees in some industries in 
the coming years [IP1] . In addition to internal forms of flexibility, 
it is therefore assumed that there is also potential for Swiss 
companies active in the external sector, based on international 
trends .



2.0   Challenges in 
Flexible Workforce 
Management

#   Integrated planning and inclusion of external flexibility 
dimensions in strategy processes 

#   Cultural integration of flexibility as a key success factor in the 
implementation of flexibility initiatives

#   Reduction of the parallel world between internal and external 
employees 

#   Depending on the desired flexibility goal, suitable working 
models are to be chosen 

#   The role of human resources management is changing

#   Regulate cooperation between the departments, purchasing 
and the HR organization 

#   Limitations of planning and the need for 
a skill-based view of the entire workforce 

#   Mapping the corresponding IT systems

#   Expansion of functional resource flexibility



•  Integrated planning and inclusion of external flexibility 
dimension in strategy processes:  
The focus is still on covering capacity peaks and reacting 
to order fluctuations . Flexible employee pools are not yet 
considered as part of the overall personnel strategy . Possible 
synergy effects remain potentially unused, such as the use of 
knowledge within the company or the discovery and retention 
of talent .

•  Cultural integration of flexibility: 
Flexible staff present new challenges in terms of corporate 
culture, management, control and long-term loyalty . One 
factor in the successful implementation and use of flexible 
employment is the degree of anchoring in the corporate 
culture . Depending on market-related requirements, personnel 
policy can place greater emphasis on job security or the 
dynamics of employment relationships .

•  Reduce parallel worlds Internal / External: 
The discrepancy between familiarity with and knowledge of 
culture, processes and tasks between the core team and the 
other flexibly deployed groups of employees represents a 
central challenge . In addition to the socio-cultural integration 
of the flexible employees, the training and transfer of 
knowledge is of central importance .

•  Decision to use different forms of work:  
Depending on the desired goal of flexibility ,suitable working 
models should be chosen . In doing so, the area of application, 
qualification of requirements, procurement and employment 
duration must also be taken into account .

•  The evolving role in personnel management:  
Traditional personnel managers are becoming flexible 
managers . In order to manage the different groups of 
employees and to be able to take them into account in all HR 
processes, personnel management must assume new roles . 
It is expected to develop into a sourcing manager who thinks 
strategically and acts operatively . In addition, the support of 
managers in dealing with more flexible working conditions is 
becoming increasingly important .

•  Cooperation between the specialist departments, 
purchasing and the HR organization:  
This cooperation between the two is clear, but so far has only 
been realized in rudimentary forms . The implementation 
of this holistic approach including suitable processes, 
organizational structures and supporting IT systems is one of 
the fundamental challenges .

•   Mapping on the IT systems:  
Various software solutions are offered on the market to 
support a holistic workforce management . Until now, no 
single solution has been able to meet all the requirements of 
companies . A successful selection often fails because of the 
basic principles of well-designed processes and organizational 
structures .

•  Limitations of planning and necessity of a skill-based 
consideration of the entire workforce:  
The supply in the current advertising market and the fast pace 
of change in science make previous plans based on project 
time axes or fluctuation figures appear increasingly imprecise . 
Especially innovative companies are increasingly switching 
to a skill-based view of their workforce . The origin (internal / 
external) is of secondary importance; only the necessary skills 
count for filling the position or assigning the tasks .

•  Increase functional resource flexibility: 
In order to build up the ability to use personnel resources on 
a broad basis, online courses such as «Massive Open Online 
Courses», MOOC for short, have been used for some time in 
addition to classic further training measures . [23] .
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With regards to efforts to increase flexibility, the following typical challenges  
can be observed both in Switzerland and internationally:



3.0   New 
working 
models – 
overview, 
utility and 
evaluation

#   The broader the coverage of different forms of 
working, the higher the degree of flexibility

#   Degree of externalization per professional group 
depending on business criticality and the core 
competence of the company

#   In Switzerland already more than 50% work in 
flexible permanent positions

#   Potentials of alumni i.e. over 50-pools including 
retired and close employees are not fully exploited

#   The Managed Services Provider (MSP) model 
is gaining ground in agency use; countertrend: 
companies are freeing themselves from the 
“strategic lock-in” of agencies

#   Wide range of possible uses for external forms of 
flexible working

#   Structured and strategic training measures are 
largely absent in new models



In order to achieve the outlined challenges and goals of 
workforce flexibility within the existing framework conditions, 
a large number of working models are available . Rarely are all 
models operated with the same focus . Rather a combination of 
suitable models is chosen . In addition, different strategies are 
often pursued depending on the occupational cluster . When 
deciding on the degree to which external employees should be 
used for a particular occupational group, the question of business 
criticality and the core competence of the company is often 
decisive . The higher the business criticality of the occupational 
group, the lower the proportion of external employees required 
[IP1] . However, this logic is not valid without exceptions, since 
in many situations competences of the core business are also 
brought in using external sources . 

 A «one-size-fits-all» solution is therefore not possible - but the 
relationship between the scope for external employees and 
business criticality described above can be used as a rough 
guideline to deal with the complex decision space .

This complexity is explained using the following example . 
If a company is looking for personnel for a vacancy in the 
professional group “lawyers“, the “make-or-buy decision“ for each 
professional cluster must be answered within this professional 
group . This means that further professional clusters are formed 

within the professional group “lawyers“ (e .g . “lawyer with core 
competence“ versus “lawyer with special competence for an 
individual case“): In this case, the first-mentioned “lawyer for 
the core business“ would be sought and employed as an internal 
resource . However, if a vacancy is sought for a one-off legal 
case within the core business requiring specific knowledge that 
is not or not fully available internally, the company would use 
freelancers or external service providers . The decision could be 
different for a special case outside the core business . Since in 
such cases the competences and skills are so specific, the hiring 
of a crowd or gig worker via a platform is a valid option . Flexibility 
employment in the sense of a needs-based make-or-buy decision 
for companies means that suitable models must be specified for 
each occupational cluster . 

The framework model flexible workforces is used to represent 
the different dimensions of the working models (Figure 4) . The 
framework model is a structuring element to give an overview of 
the possible working models and predominant types of contracts . 
In addition to the inversely-proportional relationship between 
business criticality and the degree to which external employees 
can be used described above, it also reflects the overriding 
premise that “the broader the coverage of work forms, the higher 
the degree of flexibility“ .
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Companies are increasingly trying to include the whole range  
of the described working models in their HR strategy . The focus  
of flexibility in the HR strategy depends largely on the industry 
and the number of flexible positions to be offered as well as  
the qualification requirements of the company . Accordingly, 
it is the task of both the company as a whole and the HR 
organization as experts to anticipate such events and changes 
(demand, markets, legal framework conditions) in good 
time in order to quickly address the appropriate levels of the 
framework model (temporary work, platforms, outsourcing, etc .) . 
Nevertheless, the interviews conducted show that the majority  
of all companies strive to achieve the greatest possible degree  
of flexibility [IP4/IP7/IP3/IP10] . The broader the degree of 
coverage, the higher the potential for flexibility . Companies 
that manage to effectively integrate Flexible Workforce into 
the company improve their employer brand, can thus access a 
broader pool of talent and retain it in the long term . In addition, 
some ofthe working models described above allow for high-
performance externals to be brought into the company on  
a permanent basis after a certain period of time (e .g . Try&Hire, 
freelancers, platform economy) . For external employees, who 
play a major role in making the company more flexible, it should 
be noted that structured and strategic training measures are 
largely lacking in the use of these forms of work . 

Non-Flex Workforce

The first two levels describe internal employees in standard 
employment relationships that are closely linked to the 
company . The so-called Non-Flex Workforce is made up of key 
employees who have an employment contracts with largely 
fixed working models . Classically, these are the employees who 
are referred to as knowledge carriers and core team . Employee 
retention is therefore of correspondingly high importance for 
this employment group . Due to the fact that the majority of the 
Swiss workforce is already experiencing an amount of workforce 
flexibility [IP9], the term core team no longer seems up-to-date 
and is therefore referred to as a non-flex workforce .  

Internal Flex Workforce

Employees of the Internal Flex Workforce are increasingly  
using instruments of flexibility . These give companies the 
opportunity to absorb volatilities in business development .  
These include, for example, flexible contractual arrangements  
(4-day week) or the familiar annual working time model . In 
addition, models and regulations on lifetime working hours, 
flextime and sabbaticals are used to increase flexibility . The 
flexibility options that are also increasingly used in the blue- 

collar sector (e .g . for permanent employees with hourly wages) 
are presented in the Leading Practices section . Various studies 
show that over 50% of employees in Switzerland work in such 
flexible models [24] . Confidential working time“ is understood to 
mean even greater flexibility, i .e . the free choice of working time 
without recording the actual hours worked . However, for 17% of 
the employees with confidential working hours, not recording 
them is accompanied by a markedly higher number of hours 
worked than contractually agreed .

The use of notebooks, smartphones and modern software 
solutions combined with mobile Internet use mean that many 
work activities can be carried out anywhere . This applies above all 
to activities that are not tied to fixed production sites, and tends 
to be the case for knowledge-intensive occupations, which have 
been growing significantly for years as a result of the change 
in the economic structure, and for the entire service sector . In 
addition to the home office, an alternative to the employer‘s 
conventional office has emerged in recent years in the form of  
so-called “third places“ thanks to the Sharing Economy . Here, 
online platforms quickly bring together suppliers and buyers of 
office space and workplaces all over the world . 

In general, the interviewees believe that making the workforce 
more flexible increases the attractiveness of the employer (“war 
for talent“) . According to the prevailing opinion, employees at 
these first two levels have a greater influence on the development 
of an identity and corporate culture than external employees . It is 
therefore expected that internal employees will continue to be of 
great importance in the future . This will continue to be a decisive 
competitive advantage in the future, as a shortage of qualified 
personnel is expected to continue [IP4/IP7] .

Extended Flex Workforce

Frequently, onboarding (technical, cultural and organizational) 
and cultural fit is seen as a hindrance to hiring external 
resources . Extended Flex Workforce addresses this issue by 
using employees who already know the company but are not 
in standard employment . These can be former employees, 
part-time students, employees during or after parental leave, 
and retired employees . These groups of people can take on 
flexible assignments, since such employment relationships can 
usually be combined with the expectations of often well-trained 
employees for a flexible life . In particular, the potential of over 
50 pools (including retired employees) has not been sufficiently 
exploited across all sectors, although these employees have key 
competencies and, in some cases, considerable savings potential 
can be realized [IP9] . Even in this age group, temporary work is 
often chosen, for example via personnel hire, which in about 32% 
of cases is converted into a permanent position over time [8] . 
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In addition, so-called open talent networks also offer unused 
potential in the area of flexibility . These networks, implemented 
by means of software solutions, can help members find specific 
projects or get involved in interest communities . Through the 
network it is possible to attract highly qualified employees . 
Another trend in the area of talent networks is to enter into 
cooperation with related companies (e .g . regional clusters) or, 
in the more extreme case, even competitors (“coopetition“) . In 
this case, a network is formed which is interesting for employees 
due to the bundling of different types of companies . At the same 
time, it serves as a know-how platform and recruiting instrument 
for the participating companies . 

Parallel to these trends, Talent Relationship Management (TRM) 
is increasingly being used as part of active sourcing strategies . 
Here, employers get in personal contact with employees on the 
external labor market, serving them with periodic content in 
order to build a lasting relationship with the applicants . As soon 
as candidates are ready for a change and a suitable function 
becomes available, the process of permanent recruitment 
can begin, or an external setup can be chosen . This approach 
makes the maintenance of alumni much easier . Providers such 
as Intraworlds, Recruitee or Glint are becoming increasingly 
important . 

External Flex Workforce

One model level higher is the External Flex Work Force, which 
consists of temporary workers, free lancers, employees of the new 
platform economy and people who provide services . Temporary 
employees are almost exclusively employed via agencies in 
the contract model of “personnel hire“ . In Switzerland, these 
are covered by the CLA Personnel Hire and are therefore more 
socially secure (attractive insurance cover in the event of illness 
and accident, occupational pension fund) . Various agency 
models are offered by the personnel rental companies . Managed 
service provider setups (lead model) with and without on-site 
presence are becoming increasingly popular . Agencies dock 
onto the customer systemically and are often prepared to make 
an investment for the setup and operation of the system [IP9] . 
This also applies to the 2nd tier providers used . Agencies are 
increasingly offering Try & Hire (i .e . a temporary worker with the 
possibility of taking over after a certain period of time) . 

In addition to temporary staff, companies also use freelancers 
to cover personnel requirements which, for various reasons, are 
not covered by internal employees . In the area of freelancers, the 
contract forms “contract for work and labor“ and “order“ are used 
to increase flexibility . In addition to the “classic“ freelancers, who 
are not employed and whose main occupation is temporary and 
project-based work, there are other types of freelancers . These 

link different forms of employment and clients in different ways 
(moonlighter, diversified worker, temporary worker) or act as small 
entrepreneurs and have company structures with few employees 
while they also accept freelance assignments . In addition to 
these classic forms of flexibility, companies are starting to use the 
so-called “platform economy“ . 

The term “platform economy“ refers to the large number of 
online platforms that are available to employees or through 
which employees can be acquired directly . The employees act as 
micro-entrepreneurs, work much more flexibly in terms of time 
and location and are independent, as they are not employed 
by the platform operators . Furthermore, they are not subject to 
the applicable employee protection (such as protection against 
dismissal or social security contributions by the employer), as 
such freelancers are usually considered to be self-employed . 
The platforms are available as B2C as well as B2B solutions . 
Furthermore, the market of platforms mainly offers workers with 
low or medium qualification levels . 

The classic service sector is another form of work within the 
External Flex Workforce . Services include activities that are 
usually carried out in a classic contractual relationship, such 
as external consulting services, marketing services or cleaning 
jobs . More rarely, contractual forms of service provision are also 
chosen . 

Outsourcing

The topmost area is the traditional outsourcing (“make or 
buy“ decision), which can refer to entire sub-areas or business 
processes . Other common forms of outsourcing on the market 
are: Application Service Provider (ASP), Business Transformation 
Outsourcing (BTO), Managed Services, Offshoring, Out Servicing 
and Out Tasking . The supply options are as varied as the 
forms of outsourcing . For example, outsourcing services can 
be obtained through agencies, personnel service providers, 
platforms or external consultants . Since the focus here is on 
new working models of the flexible workforce, outsourcing 
will not be examined in detail in this study . It should be noted, 
however, that flexible working models are often supported or 
even made possible by cloud-based basic services (e .g . cloud-
based cooperation platforms), whose delivery model represents a 
further development of classic outsourcing .



4.0   Overview of market 
players and assignment 
to work models

#   The market is dominated by established agencies like 
Manpower, das team, Adecco, Randstadt and Kelly Services

#   New players are entering the market

#   Platform providers substitute the agency services, as 
services become imitable and market entry barriers are low  

#   Agencies are taking over platforms to offer a higher degree 
of flexibility

#   However, companies are increasingly internalizing this 
management task to eliminate dependencies

#   Only 13% of the providers in the field of platform 
economics examined can place highly qualified experts

#   Category of medium qualifications serve 44% of the 
platforms studied.

#   Highly specialized platforms prevail

#   Market model serves as an initial decision-making aid 
for selecting an adequate procurement channel for 
occupational groups or occupational clusters



The market offers a multitude of flexible workforce possibilities, 
ranging from internal employees to flexibly working former 
employees up to the various possibilities of using external 
employees in the framework model . In order to present this large 
number of providers in a structured way, a qualification model was 
developed, which divides the market players according to three 
dimensions (see Figure 5):

The level of qualification indicates the level of quality offered . In 
addition to education, work experience and certifications play a 
central role in the classification . Furthermore, a distinction is made 
between technical/physical as well as business, administration 
and IT function types . The third dimension distinguishes between 
location-dependent and location-independent work .

As described in chapter 3 platforms are found in both B2C and B2B 
and the market is dominated (nearly 60%) by providers offering 
workers with lower qualification levels . Of the numerous providers 
in the area of platform economics examined (crowd & gig workers), 
only about 13% are able to place highly qualified experts (e .g . 
Toptal) . The category of medium qualifications serves 44% of the 
examined platforms . The expert interviews also make it clear that 

the probability of recruiting a worker via a platform is higher with 
lower qualification levels . These platforms offer services in the 
area of technical/physical work (e .g . auxiliary staff for events) as 
well as in the area of business, IT and administration (marketing, 
data evaluation, etc .), with the focus on the second mentioned 
classic office jobs . However, the market shows that platforms that 
are highly specialized and bundle similar occupational groups are 
more successful .

Customers often demand a holistic approach to a specific area of 
qualification; specialized platforms can deliver exactly this added 
value . Swiss companies are also active in this market environment . 
One example of such platforms is the aforementioned “Coople” 
platform from Zurich, which offers gig work in the low-wage 
sector . “Coople” automatically handles the entire process from job 
advertisement, employment contract, social security and wage 
payment to invoicing . This leads to a fast implementation and 
saves costs . In addition, Swisscom’s “Mila” crowd work platform 
offers employees for simple technical work [20] . Otherwise, foreign 
platforms such as Upwork, Adia (Adecco) or “99designs” serve the 
Swiss gig and crowd economy .
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However, the main established agencies on the market are larger 
agencies such as Manpower, das team, Adecco, Randstadt and 
Kelly Services, whose aim is to offer the full range of flexibility 
through personnel recruitment via various channels . In practice 
it can be observed that these working models are mainly used 
in the technical/physical area . The providers tend to act more 
and more frequently in so-called Managed Service Provider 
(MSP) models as an agency model and largely take over the 
management of temporary workers . However, in the course 
of digitization, the service of pure placement offered by the 
agencies has essentially become imitable by algorithms, which 
is why the barriers to market entry in the sense of “Porter‘s 
Five Forces“ are relatively low and new players are entering the 
market . These are predominantly digital platforms . These new 
players endanger the established market position of traditional 
agencies (including their lock-in advantages) . For their part, the 
agencies are responding to this by diversifying their portfolio 
of offerings, including by acquiring platforms . For example, 
Randstadt has taken over the freelancer marketplace «Twago“» 
[25] and the «Letsploy» platform (the latter was discontinued a 
year ago [21]) . Adecco has taken over the «Vettery» [26] .

Niche providers also play an important role, as they are more 
likely to offer trained staff with specialist knowledge and industry-
specific certifications . For key functions, such as project or area 
managers with special technical knowledge, companies consult 
dedicated personnel service providers . Sector-specific temporary 
workers are provided by many smaller providers .

The qualification model and the assignment of the providers to 
work models provide an overview of the situation on the market . 
On this basis, strategies for specific procurement situations can 
be developed . For this purpose, the market model is used, which 
provides standard strategies for different recruitment situations . 
The vertical axis describes the volume of recruitment and the 
business criticality of the employees for the core business . The 
supply risk is deducted on the horizontal axis . In addition to the 
complexity of the recruitment process, this also describes the 
corresponding demand for the required employees and any 
special knowledge that may be required .

The standard strategy in the lower left quadrant is described as 
standard, since it involves a low procurement volume and low 
supply risk . Within this starting position, a lead provider agency 
model is recommended as a “single point of contact”, for example 
with the leading agencies in the market described above . The lead 
provider model is advantageous in this context, since the price 
of procurement does not play a very central role due to the low 

« Agencies are developing 
in such a way that they can 
cover the entire range of 
working models. »
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volume . More important in this case are the process costs, which can be very high even 
with a small volume, since processes may not be optimized . Through the interviews it has 
been highlighted that process integration is the leading solution [IP3/IP10] . Processes 
from strategic personnel planning to procurement and off-boarding must be coordinated 
with the lead provider to reduce process costs . According to interviews conducted for this 
study, on- and off-boarding processes are particularly important for leading practices . An 
example of such a procurement situation are case workers and classic office workers who 
primarily take on administrative tasks . 

In the quadrant below, the standard strategy lever applies . The reverse logic applies 
in comparison to the “standard” strategy . Since there is a large procurement volume 
here, the focus is primarily on the price . Of course, care should also be taken to ensure 
that sufficient manpower is available, as the business is highly critical . Since price 
negotiations are the responsibility of the purchasing department, it should be heavily 
involved in this area .

In the top right quadrant, the norm strategy is strategically located . This concerns 
activities with high volume, high business criticality and high supply risk . In these 
strategic procurements, the relationship to the reference points should be improved . 
Binding strategies should be designed, and a kind of key account management should 
be established . It is essential to share information in partnership to facilitate long-term 
relationships .

The last quadrant is characterized by a bottleneck situ-ation . Here we are dealing with 
employee groups with lower volumes or lower business criticality, which are, however, 
characterized by a high supply risk . These could be, for example, IT specialists with special 
skills or project managers with specialist knowledge that is diffi-cult to find on the market . 
It is recommended to make an exact analysis of the situation and to play through 
different scenarios if necessary . Increased pursuit of internalization options are also 
options that should be considered in order to keep dependency ratios as low as possible 
[IP6] . It is also advisable to make full use of the various workforce flexibility options in the 
sense of the framework model in order to gain access to the corresponding competencies . 

In the case of standardization strategies, it is generally true that in some cases an 
assignment is not possible without overlap . The presented market model serves as a 
first decision support for the selection of an ade-quate procurement channel for certain 
occupational groups or occupational clusters .



5.0
 Leading 
Practices

#   Strategic definition of objectives as a basis for the 
further design and promotion of new work models

#   Separation of internal and external workforce 
management vs. skill-based management of the 
entire workforce

#   Cooperation models for purchasing and HR 
organization as well as the specialist departments

#   Matrix organizations and various forms of shared 
service centers

#   Holistic end-to-end process for all work models vs. 
end-to-end process with different processes and 
gateway control

#   end-to-end solutions to create transparency is of 
significant importance



In the Leading Practice a defined selection and mix of working 
models based on strategic decisions on the structure of the entire 
workforce is usually used . This allows a significantly increased 
flexibility of resources and coordination, and in the “War for 
Talent“ a broader target group can be addressed . The resulting 
increased process complexity is countered by companies by means 
of process optimization, measures, and organization to bundle 
the competencies of all departments involved and supported by 
appropriate IT-systems .

Figure 7 on the following page gives an overview of these 
optimization areas . In the following, the challenges that arise in 
the optimization areas are presented alongside possible solutions 
from the Leading Practice .

The strategic orientation is the basis of the specific framework 
conditions and requirements for the workforce and sets the 
guidelines for its management . A key decision is the requirements 
for which specific working models are used . This can mean a 
clear separation of the management of the internal and external 
workforce, e .g . where core functions are more likely to be filled by 
internal employees and where an increase in external employment 
is sought in other functional areas . The opposite decision can mean 
the introduction of a skill-based total workforce management, in 
which hiring, and procurement decisions are made solely on the 
basis of requirements and competencies . A combination of these 
approaches or even the decision to use a high variance of models is 
also possible as long as they are defined and delimited .

Processes have to be designed based on the strategic decisions 
and choice of working models . In the case of a clear separation 
of internal and external employees, the result can be specific 
independent processes and organizational structures, a holistic 
end-to-end process for all work models or an end-to-end process 
with different process variants controlled by gateways . Depending 
on the requirements resulting from the processes, different forms 
of organization are suitable . 

For effective workforce management, the competencies of 
the purchasing and HR departments, which are often separate 
in traditional forms of organization, and of the specialist 
departments, must work together . Matrix organizations are used 
in the Leading Practice as well as various forms of Shared Service 
Centers . Various IT systems are used in the Leading Practice, which 
are selected in such a way that the process and cooperation are 
effectively supported .

The four optimization dimensions have complex 
interdependencies, which is why iterative, coordinated 
optimization is necessary . The Leading Practices show different 
qualitative differences across the four dimensions as well as 
different degrees of maturity of implementation . A look at the 
Leading Practices can help to develop a suitable strategy for 
workforce management and shows options and approaches 
for selecting suitable working models, designing processes and 
cooperation and implementing IT systems .
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The case studies from the Leading Practice show different strategic orientations in 
dealing with internal and external workforces, as well as different degrees of maturity in 
the dimensions “working models“, “processes“, “organization“ and “systems“ . What they 
all have in common is the desire to make the workforce more flexible .

•  Leading Practice #1: A leading global chemicals group has clearly defined 
guiding principles for cooperation in the management of its external workforce 
and implemented a holistic end-to-end process with optimized IT systems 
for management and has defined responsibilities within the framework for 
comprehensive governance .

•   Leading Practice #2: A leading materials manufacturer demonstrates a clear 
separation of internal and external employees who work in different areas . The areas 
of application and tasks of external employees are comprehen-sively standardized, 
and the processes optimized accordingly .

•   Leading Practice #3: An international telecommunication group consistently relies 
on a comprehensive skill-based workforce management and thus on total workforce 
management .

•   Leading Practice #4: A leading service provider for airlines uses a wide range of 
work models based on optimized processes – especially flexible forms of internal and 
external unskilled workers .

The strategies and operating models of these Leading Practices are the basis for the 
following presentation . For further information on the individual Leading Practices, 
please refer to the contact persons mentioned on the last page of this study . The 
case studies from the Leading Practice show different strategic orientations in dealing 
with internal and exter-nal workforces as well as different degrees of maturity in the 
dimensions “working models“, “processes“, “organization“ and “systems“ . What they all 
have in common is the desire to make the workforce more flexible . 



#   No “one-size-fits-all” flexibility solution for internal 
employees

#   Talent relationship management for improved access to 
alumni

#   Greater activation of employees close to the companies

#   Order and transparency with temporary employees as the 
highest goal 

#   Virtual employment services via platforms are increasingly 
used but on a low level

#   For highly qualified freelancers, the main focus is on 
establishing new contractual relationships and equal 
treatment

#   For external freelancers in the lower qualification area the 
wage structure plays the decisive role

5.1   Choice of working models
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The formats of flexible employment and employment models 
have become more varied and complex . Depending on the 
desired flexibility goal along the dimensions listed, different 
flexibility formats are to be chosen . The area of application, 
qualification requirements, procurement and employment 
duration must also be taken into account . Strategic personnel 
planning and transparent requirements are the basis for 
making strategic procurement decisions and setting up efficient 
procurement and integration processes for the selected formats .

Companies that make broad use of the framework model 
can realize the advantages of the working models described 
in chapter 3 . However, depending on the industry and the 
framework conditions, companies do not always opt for the full 
range of working models, but for a suitable subset [IP4] . 

Internal Flex Workforce 

Since companies have different frameworks and needs for 
internal workforce flexibility, there is no «one-size-fits-all» solution . 
The focus is still on strengthening functional flexibility . Employees 
do not remain in rigid functions and structures, but rather act in 
changing roles . For this purpose, internal job rotations are carried 
out in addition to training, education and further education .

Functional workforce flexibility: Leading Practice companies 
rely particularly on a functionally rotating workforce . Some 
employees change their position every three to five years (e .g . 
change from purchasing to the HR organization), similar to the 
“rule 3-5-7” often used in upper management . In addition to 
the flexible coverage of competency gaps and better coverage 
of temporary capacity peaks, rotation has proven to be an 
effective instrument of personnel development and leads to 
a further increase in functional flexibility . Employees develop 
an increasingly broad spectrum of experience and acquire 
additional skills and abilities . In addition, it promotes the intrinsic 
motivation of employees through new work content as well as 
the organization’s ability to learn and reflect [IP1] . A prerequisite 
for this, however, is that the employees have a basic motivation 
to perform and are able to adapt to the new challenges by 
means of mentoring and/or coaching programs . Leading 
Practices make use of pools that combine certain groups of 
internal employees (e .g . certain talents) . These pools can help to 
structure functional flexibility .

Time flexibility: Leading Practices also use models of time 
flexibility . All of the companies investigated use the workforce 
flexibility options mentioned in the framework model, such as 
part-time work, flextime, annual working time, etc . in the area  
of office jobs . A Leading Practice shows that the offer of 
different contract forms and the link to compensation can also 
be used as an instrument for increased flexibility in the area 

of low-skilled and more technical/physical work . In this setup, 
the following applies: The more flexible the chosen model, the 
higher the earnings .

Extended Flex Workforce

Alumni networks: The Leading Practices surveyed emphasize 
the importance of the Extended Flex Workforce . The focus is 
particularly on alumni care, as these former employees know 
the company and its culture and are close to it . The Leading 
Practices report efficiency gains in onboarding and a lower 
risk of filling a position “incorrectly” . The development of such 
“alumni networks” is supported in the Leading Practice by Talent 
Relationship Management systems including corresponding IT-
systems . The expert discussions have shown that the use of these 
networks focuses in particular on relationship management, 
sustainable retention and knowledge exchange . Availability 
planning, on the other hand, has proven to be very time-
consuming and has reached the legal limits of data use .

Other Extended Flex Workforce models: The untapped potential 
of the Extended Flex Workforce can be seen in other models, 
such as the use of retired employees, part-time students, 
working students and mothers or fathers during or after 
parental leave . From a contractual point of view, various models 
ranging from permanent employment to fixed-term contracts 
with monthly or monthly salaries are offered or hourly wages up 
to the contract for work .

External Flex Workforce

The External Flex area offers a very wide range of possibilities to 
increase the flexibility and agility of the company .

Services: In the area of “services”, the respondents emphasized 
the rigorous management of the external workforce . Often there 
is less or no monitoring of external staff, which leads to higher 
costs . In order to counteract this trend, Leading Practices use 
a similar monitoring process as for internal employees but also 
for external service providers (e .g . compliance with milestones, 
reviews and assessments) [27]  . The quality control of service 
providers is based on the examination of concrete results and 
the quality of the work and not on the adherence to the time 
frame (quality instead of RTD), as is usual in many companies . In 
addition to quality, factors such as compliance requirements are 
also controlled . The interviewed companies state that costs for 
services were also significantly reduced by these measures . 

Use of freelancers: The use of freelancers differs greatly among 
the companies surveyed . A distinction is usually made between 

2 3-5-7 Is a rotation rule that limits the maximum length of stay (5 - 7 years) for a position and also specifies a minimum length of stay (3 years) for management positions . This increases flexibility, learning 
and adaptability of the organization and the individual .
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freelancers with and without essential company-specific know-
how . In the case of freelancers without special key skills, quality 
assurance and control is of essential importance, similar to 
service providers [22] . The same discipline also applies to the 
management of highly qualified freelancers, although the focus 
is increasingly on retention . While in recent years freelancers were 
mainly used to achieve coordination flexibility (rapid ramp-up 
and reduction of personnel resources), a significant number of 
Swiss companies have developed a “proliferation” of freelancers 
on the one hand and a deficit in freelancer management on the 
other . Very frequently, this results in companies losing the best 
freelancers and experienced project managers . Leading Practices 
report that they have been able to significantly reduce the 
costs of onboarding and quality assurance by retaining proven 
freelancers and that these are therefore increasingly being 
incorporated into human resources development initiatives . Since 
highly qualified freelancers often possess key competencies, 
a long-term commitment makes sense from the company’s 
point of view . If internalization is not possible, this can be 
done in the form of follow-up projects or in the form of agreed 
minimum purchase deadlines with the respective freelancer . It is 
increasingly being observed that freelancers in such setups are 
prepared to guarantee minimum availability over the long term 
and to enter competition clauses .

Further measures to retain highly qualified freelancers include 
training and development with the aim of maintaining or 
increasing the freelancer’s ability to work . Forms of assessment 
can also have a similar positive effect by providing suggestions for 
improvement and learning opportunities . At the same time, they 
can serve as proof of performance in retrospect . These measures 
show that Leading Practices are also pushing for a harmonization 
of internal and external staff in this area . For example, external 
employees are invited to internal events more frequently . In 
order to attract external freelancers with lower qualifications for 
subsequent projects, the salary structure plays a decisive role [IP9] .

Temporary employees: As already described, temporary 
employees are usually recruited via managed service providers 
or framework agreements with various agencies . However, a 
trend can also be observed in Leading Practices companies . In 
the US, the relevance of crowd and gig work is increasing even 
more, and companies are recruiting an ever-growing volume of 
such workers . In the case of Leading Practice companies, setups 
with managed service providers are therefore on the retreat, as 
these are usually not in a position to keep up with the constantly 
changing work models and employee types of external workers . 
In addition, the analysis of the expert discussions has shown 
that MSPs have a certain bias in the selection of subcontractors 
or freelancers and often do not offer the most suitable external 
employees to the end customer, as commercial interests conflict 
with this, at least in some cases [IP1] . This leads to the trend that 
a company-internal consolidation of this management task is 
initiated in order to free oneself from the dependence of the MSP .

Outsourcing 
 
As a further possibility for flexibility, the surveyed Leading 
Practices companies use outsourcing of suitable task areas 
or processes . This requires a strategic make- or-buy decision 
that is sustainable in the medium term . The outsourcing of 
selected processes (business process outsourcing) as well as 
the outsourcing of entire sub-areas of a company is pursued . 
Especially the example of Recruitment Process Outsourcing 
(RPO) is currently a hot topic in this context . RPO describes the 
partial or complete outsourcing of processes for the recruitment 
of permanent employees to an outsourcing partner . Depending 
on the type of outsourcing, this can contribute to an additional 
variability of fixed costs .

When it comes to outsourcing work, the main consideration is 
whether the service to be outsourced is part of the company’s 
core business . Leading Practice companies focus on securing 
employees for the core business as well as for management tasks 
internally and aim to outsource a high proportion of services 
for non-core business, as the external companies can usually 
carry out these processes faster and more cost-effectively . 
Some flexible working models are made possible by the cloud-
based cooperation platforms . Their delivery model is a further 
development of classic outsourcing and, unlike existing social 
networks, also connects companies themselves and not just 
employees . Since outsourcing is not the focus of the study, a 
detailed description is not given .



#   Increasing management and coordination efforts along the workforce 
management processes

#   Counteraction through process optimization – along lean principles 

#   In Leading Practice, holistic cross-divisional end-to-end processes for 
workforce management are aimed for

#   Systematic and comprehensive personnel requirements planning is the 
essential basis for efficient workforce management

#   Optimization through standardized service specifications is gaining 
importance 

#   Measurement, analysis and reporting of process key figures is essential 
– Process Mining

5.2  Process design and optimization
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The broad use of working models increases the management and 
coordination efforts along the workforce management process . 
Efficient and effective sourcing and recruiting as well as on- and 
off-boarding processes are therefore becoming increasingly 
important for the future success of companies . A higher proportion 
of external employees increases fluctuation, as external staff 
or temporary employees do not remain in the company for the 
long term due to the nature of their employment or contractual 
relationship . In addition, almost half of the new hires at companies 
can be classified as so-called “bad hires” [28] and 80% of the 
fluctuation can be attributed to the hiring of these employees [29] . 
Transparent and holistic personnel planning is also very important 
for optimized time-to-hire/time-to-fill and for managing peak loads .

Furthermore, the increase in both the quantity and variability of 
external employment increases the complexity of contract and 
supplier management . In addition to pure procurement, workforce 
flexibility is also accompanied by new challenges in terms of 
performance management, loyalty and organizational and 
personnel development . For a holistic process-oriented workforce 
management it is essential to coordinate and optimize the 
processes end-to-end .

« If you increase the number 
of temporary employees, 
the number of onboarding 
and offboarding events 
increases dramatically. 
This requires very efficient 
processes and may require 
an increase in personnel 
in key areas (e.g. talent 
acquisition, IT organization 
management). »
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Figure 8. Illustration of the rising expenses with increasing flexibility, including the reduction potential through optimization measures along the processes.



With the diversity of employment forms, the number of process 
variants also increases and with it the risk of efficiency losses . 
With the increasing complexity and softening boundaries of 
procurement and personnel management, the coordination 
efforts of the organizational areas involved are also increasing, 
starting with strategic personnel planning and extending to 
operational management and controlling [IP6/IP7] . A major 
challenge in the implementation of the increasingly complex 
processes is process governance and ensuring compliance and 
safety regulations, e .g . that company-wide guidelines and 
legal framework conditions are taken into account (e .g . RTD 
guidelines, adherence to framework agreements and clarity in 
the application of working conditions such as CLAs, AZG vs . ArG) . 

Accordingly, the Leading Practice pursues intensive process 
harmonization, standardization and optimization in order to 
counteract the management and coordination efforts mentioned 
above and thus realize the benefits of flexibility without 
disadvantages . The increasing costs associated with flexibility, as 
well as the reduction potential through optimization measures 
along the processes, were illustrated in Figure 8 and will be 
discussed in more detail below .

End-to-end process design

In the Leading Practice, holistic, cross-divisional end-to-
end processes for workforce management are aimed for . 
When designing the process, decisions must be made with 
regards to how strongly the process of internal and external 
workforce management is to be harmonized and aligned, to 
what extent personnel management issues are integrated 
with the procurement process and how strongly the process is 
characterized by personnel requirements planning .

In the case of skill-based workforce management, the objective 
is that a process, if necessary, with integrated variants, holistically 
encompasses the management of internal and external 
employees . In other scenarios, however, highly specialized 
processes can be used . Figure 9 shows a Total Workforce 
Management end-to-end process that provides an overview of 
the essential elements of the process . 

The detailed design of the end-to-end process must take into 
account the company-specific requirements and framework 
conditions . Depending on the strategic orientation of workforce 
management, not all process steps are integrated .

In the following, implementation models of the learning practices 
along this end-to-end process are described . The process is often 
characterized - also in the Leading Practice - by a procurement 
perspective, which means that the strategic orientation of 
workforce management as well as topics of personnel policy 

and corporate and personnel development are often neglected . 
These are explicitly considered in the end-to-end process 
described here . 

1. Personnel requirements planning

Systematic and comprehensive personnel requirements planning 
can form an essential basis for efficient workforce management . 
The early anticipation and communication of which skills 
(skills and competencies) are needed where and when and for 
what purpose can provide a meaningful basis for the effective 
strategic orientation of work-force management as well as for 
sourcing, supplier and contract management . Time horizon, 
content (e .g . budget, RTD or skills) and depth of planning are 
highly dependent on the respective industry and the strategic 
orientation of workforce management .

Efficiency losses at point of departure run through the entire 
process and have a significant effect on the time-to-hire / time-
to-fill . Experience also shows that operational requirements are 
“only rudimentarily considered” and anticipated [IP1] . In practice, 
for example, there are often large short-term orders for larger 
requirements without the requirements having been anticipated 
at an early stage . 

Leading Practices that rely on skill-based workforce management 
therefore strive for consistent skill management [IP5] but have 
not yet scaled up their implementation models . Both operational 
and data protection issues still need to be clarified . In the 
future, skill management will be a driving factor in workforce 
management, both strategically and in the short term [IP1] .

In some Leading Practice companies, HR systematically supports 
the departments in defining and anticipating their operational 
requirements, e .g . through centrally provided tools and regular 
meetings for planning . Based on this, strategic personnel 
planning takes place on the basis of needs and requirements 
[IP3] . Transparency and cross-departmental coordination, 
moderated by HR, are key factors in this process . Leading Practice 
in personnel planning is found in the manufacturing industry, 
where coordination flexibility plays a particularly important 
role and production and personnel planning are organized and 
coordinated according to lean management principles [IP1] . 

2. Recruitment

The basis of efficient personnel recruitment is the standardization 
of the services to be provided (trades) . In many companies, there 
is no transparency regarding the number and type of external 
employees, for whom standardized service specifications are 
essential . In German-speaking countries, services have been 
standardized to this extent, especially in the construction industry . 
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The processing of planning and orders is highly transparent . This 
standardization of trades is primarily promoted by niche solutions, 
which develop standard service specifications in close cooperation 
with the customers’ specialist departments .

On the basis of standardized service specifications, the process 
from requirement requests and approval to sourcing (including 
framework agreements and negotiations), ordering and contract 
management can be optimized . In the Leading Practice, this 
usually includes an examination of internal resources and a 
comparison with the strategic orientation with regards to the 
choice of working models . In some Leading Practices, the review 
of resources for internal and external Flexible Workforce is 
realized, for example, through an internal platform in which the 
departments specify and publicize their needs . Internal employees 
can apply for this platform with their profile (e .g . automatically 
loaded from MySite) . The data is collected and analyzed in a data 
lake so that a selection process can be carried out most effectively .

Due to the increase in temporary employment, the frequency of 
recruiting procedures is also increasing . In addition to standardized 
procedures based on work models and instruments to simplify 
and accelerate the recruiting process (e .g . digitally supported 
assessments), artificial intelligence is increasingly being used to 
match employees’ requirements and skills (soft and hard skill 
matching) . 

3. Onboarding

There is still a parallel world in onboarding, which requires a clear 
distinction between internal and external employees . In most 
cases, the expectation is also that internal training is no longer 
necessary because the external companies have trained their 
employees accordingly or have the right qualifications when they 
are hired .

In Leading Practice companies, external employees are 
increasingly integrated into internal training . The onboarding 
processes are clearly structured, and a central contact person 
is available for external employees regarding all onboarding 
related topics . Designated onboarding platforms, divided into 
employee groups, enable efficient planning and processing 
of the entry and training information necessary for the work 

assignment . Onboarding is simplified by cloud-based solutions 
for digital collaboration and adapted to the processes of the 
internal workforce . For example, systems already established in 
time recording and billing are rolled out and made available to 
external employees as well as internal ones .

 
4. Service provision and control

In many companies, leadership is still characterized by presence 
and availability expectations [IP1/IP6] . Many companies lack 
digital and agile leadership skills that are in line with the working 
reality of flexible employment and the needs and expectations of 
highly qualified employees in particular (see chapter 1) . Although 
the current SARS-CoV2 pandemic has brought about a change of 
heart, it is still affecting the practicability and benefits of flexible 
working models [IP6] .

 
5.  Retention, personnel development  

& off-boarding

A major challenge posed by the increasing proportion 
of flexible workers is to create a corporate culture which, 
despite flexible employment, is characterized by a high level 
of organizational commitment and values which promote 
productivity and innovation . The constant loss of know-how and 
the corresponding loss of culture due to increased fluctuation 
of employees as a result of external employment is often cited 
as a disadvantage of flexible employment . It is argued that 
culture and corporate values are largely supported by internal 
employees, which is why there are limits to sustainable growth 
through external employees . The Total Workforce Management 
strategy must also serve to resolve this conflict, as the importance 
of a company’s own culture and identity is stressed [27] .

External employees can in turn contribute to a positive 
development of the corporate culture . A prerequisite for this 
is a high level of “employee experience”, which is therefore 
increasingly being taken into account in procurement decisions, 
especially in the case of external employees . It is also essential 
to convey the corporate culture to external employees, to 
encourage them to actively participate and to form an integrated 
community . 
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A look into the future: 
Control models adapt to the flexible workforce: According to predictive analyses, by 2023 35% of all 
companies will have replaced KPIs at least partially with Key Behavioral Indicators (KBIs) . These control 
collaborative behavior, communication, problem-solving capabilities and objectives of the flexible workforce .  .



Wherever possible, efforts are made to promote equality 
with internal employees . Under the motto Inclusion & Social 
Responsibility, external employees are involved in internal 
surveys, for example, in order to gain a holistic picture of the 
corporate culture and at the same time convey a sense of 
belonging to the external employees [IP1] . Another strategy 
is to increasingly involve external employees in personnel 
development, to give them access to training and certification 
opportunities and thus to further develop resource flexibility .

In addition - as already described - contractual formats are used 
to bind external employees, e .g . guarantees for a minimum 
purchase of working time by the client or personnel service 
provider . As a counter performance, a minimum availability is 
usually demanded, often even with competition clauses and, in 
addition, discounts in the prices are negotiated . There is a diverse 
range of contractual arrangements, many of which are very 
specific and highly bespoke to their application . Highly qualified 
freelancers are increasingly developing as key persons and a 
trend is discernible in which the focus is increasingly on retaining 
them . Those companies that manage to offer these types of 
freelancers a certain degree of security and a certain degree of 
dominance on an economic level are able to retain these key 
persons for a longer period of time and therefore access them 
again and again [IP1] . From the external employees’ point of 
view, the optimization of external key personnel takes place in 
the area of conflict between the degree of freedom vs . loyalty, 
compensation and security .

Particular attention should be paid to compliance with legal, 
personnel and social policy conditions . For example, in the case 
offictious self-employment, it is necessary to identify the reasons 
for this at an early stage and to ensure that employees and 
service providers are not employed for several years in full .

Process optimization

Leading Practice companies counteract increased management 
costs due to an increasingly complex workforce by parallelizing 
processes, significantly reducing interfaces, eliminating process 
steps and harmonizing and combining similar ones . Leading 
Practices companies therefore allow fewer variants in the end-
to-end process (personnel planning to off-boarding) of external 
and internal companies . This makes processes more efficient and 
increases speed and process quality .

This forms the basis for realizing possibilities of process 
automation as well as the improvement of the information flow 
or data quality within HR and purchasing processes, for example 
by reducing the susceptibility to errors by reducing incorrect 
orders, quantities and settlements . Furthermore, compliance 
related delays such as missing safety certificates and work 
permits can be avoided . In the procure-to-pay process alone, 
efficiency gains of 20-35% are achieved [IP1] .
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Figure 10. Evaluation of the process optimization dimensions in the interviews.



In the expert discussions, the Leading Practice companies assessed all process 
optimization proposals as significant to very significant . The reduction of interfaces and 
process variants as well as the realization of automation potentials are at the top of the 
list (average significance 4 .7 out of 5) .

Furthermore, the coordination processes within the Total Workforce Management 
organization can be optimized, e .g . by reducing roles through the bundling of tasks 
along the HR core and support processes (centralization of areas of responsibility), the 
smoothing of the workload along the process roles as well as through the clear definition 
of transfer areas between company departments and along the process steps . For this 
purpose, optimized matrix organizations as well as new forms of organization such 
as internal managed service providers are used in the Leading Practice (see following 
chapter) .

Process control

In order to achieve the process objectives in the long term, the regular measurement 
and analysis as well as reporting of process key figures is essential [30] . Many 
companies do not yet measure the benefits achieved, so that active management of 
the organization based on process indicators is not possible for them . Only through 
active measurement can an active control of the processes take place - technical 
possibilities should be sufficiently available . Such measurements show in particular 
a considerable use of process management in process throughput times, reduction 
of error rates and cost savings . The possibilities of Process Mining can be used for 
this purpose . They provide insights into the harmonization and optimization of 
processes and, through the measurement, create an objective basis for discussion and 
acceptance of optimization measures .

For the measurement, appropriate control criteria are required that provide 
transparency about the external workforce and are suitable for control purposes . Many 
companies still manage their workforce in the traditional way, i .e . according to budget 
and headcount or full-time equivalent (FTE), which is now considered outdated by the 
companies surveyed . In classic headcount evaluations, the number of employees is used 
as a basis, but this is becoming increasingly difficult due to the many different forms of 
work . Since the number of classic full-time contracts is decreasing, headcount valuations 
are no longer meaningful and even misleading . Furthermore, budget evaluations do not 
provide sufficient transparency about how many employees are deployed where and, 
above all, which ones exactly . Usually the pools “external” and “internal” are created, 
which provide little information about the different types of contracts . In addition, the 
quality aspects are largely ignored as this type of reconciliation is carried out for cost 
control purposes only . Thus, no evaluations of the performance of the employees can 
be created and the personnel planning cannot be made more efficient .

In the Leading Practice, companies use defined key figures along the end-to-end 
process, which they collect systematically, partly automatically, during the process and 
which give them a transparent overview of the efficiency and quality of the processes . 
The key performance indicator here is time-to-hire (or the duration of the individual 
process steps from the requirement request to the time of service provision) . Further key 
figures are, for example, the fit of requirements and competencies, costs (within a work 
model as well as the work models in comparison), the number of compliance cases and 
the use and distribution of the work models . 
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#   Competencies of HR, purchasing and the specialist 
departments are combined in cooperation models 

#   Reduced synergies and efficiency losses through 
decentralized and non-strategic workforce management 
are eliminated through process orientation

#   HR and purchasing only communicate effectively regarding 
workforce management in 25% of examined cases

#   Transparency of requirements on the part of the specialist 
departments is the basis for cooperation

#   Outsourcing to MSP leads to lock-in and limited access to 
the labor market

#   Central governance required to ensure efficiency, quality, 
compliance, personal political requirements and strategic 
orientation

#   Cross-departmental cooperation e.g. through matrix 
organization

#   Competence bundling by building up internal managed 
service providers

#   Use of strategic competence centers / talent organizations

5.3  Design of the cooperation
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Principles and challenges in shaping 
the work of the community

The management of an increasingly flexible workforce combines 
processes of the business operations, purchasing and personnel 
management . These processes are usually located in different 
company units and their consolidation requires broad range 
of competencies . In the Leading Practice, the competencies 
of the HR organization, the purchasing organization and the 
specialist departments are 
combined in a cooperation 
model and the processes are 
coordinated accordingly . HR, 
purchasing and the specialist 
departments form a “trio” and 
thus work together effectively in 
a balanced end-to-end process 
in which all departments can 
play to their strengths . In 
addition to matrix organizations, 
newly formed organizations, 
such as talent organizations 
and internal managed service 
providers, are also used . Which 
organizational form is chosen, 
how precisely responsibilities are 
distributed and how strongly 
governance is defined is based 
on the strategic decision on 
workforce management and 
the corresponding design of the 
processes . 

In the interviews conducted, it became clear that the importance 
of a cross-departmental collaboration model is understood 
but is usually not sufficiently realized . A central challenge is the 
high complexity and variability of the demands on the required 
workforce . The knowledge about this is decentralized and lies with 
the departments . For this reason, the procurement of external 
personnel in many companies is currently carried out directly 

and without central coordination on the part of the users in the 
departments . These departments have decentralized budgets 
and procure their employees themselves - often without or only 
with the selective involvement of HR and purchasing . For this 
reason, the majority of companies do not have an overview of 
the number and skills of external employees and the basis for a 
holistic strategic orientation in Flexible Workforce Management 
is missing . In other cases, the procurement of external employees 
takes place predominantly in purchasing or HR and there is only 
occasional cooperation, so HR and purchasing communicate with 

each other effectively regarding 
the procurement of external 
employees in less than a quarter 
of the cases [30] .

In some cases, the management 
of external employees 
(purchasing, negotiation, 
onboarding and offboarding) 
is carried out holistically by a 
Managed Service Provider (MSP) 
based on requests from business 
managers [IP5/IP2], which 
places the company in a state of 
dependency and limits its access 
to the employee market .

Consequently, strategic control of 
external workforce management is 
just as impossible as standardized 
end-to-end processes with 
corresponding synergy effects, 

e .g . through framework agreements . There is also a lack of 
transparency, starting with the required competencies up to the 
external employees currently employed in the company and 
the associated costs [IP6/IP7/IP4/IP2] . The information is only 
available in decentralized silos of the business and is not used 
for management purposes . One reason for this is that external 
staff are usually procured within the framework of decentralized 
budgets and these are not managed as personnel costs but as 
material costs [IP8/IP4] .

« It would improve 
controlling if we knew 
how many external 
employees we currently 
have. Here we have 
a great potential for 
improvement in HR 
and purchasing. At 
present, we see external 
employees merely as 
project costs. »



This also leads to disregard for internal resources and to 
efficiency losses due to mismanagement or the choice of 
unsuitable working models and contracts . There is a risk that 
legal framework conditions, company-wide and personnel policy 
requirements and safety regulations are not taken into account . 
In developing the cooperation model, the objectives are (a) to 
specify clear responsibilities and to carry out the process steps in 
accordance with the competencies, (b) to ensure strategic focus 
and process governance, and (c) to optimize the coordination 
processes by reducing roles through the bundling of tasks along 
the core HR and support processes (centralization of areas of 
responsibility), smoothing the workload along the process roles, 
and clearly defining transfer areas between company divisions 
and along the process steps .

The departments, purchasing and HR have a fundamentally 
different perspective on workforce management based on 
their self-image and their objectives . While the perspective of 
the specialist departments is usually directed towards business 
operations with its specific requirements and the purchasing 
department wants to meet these requirements as quickly as 
possible in the highest possible quality and at the lowest possible 
cost, HR has a strategic perspective on workforce management . 
The combination of the perspectives, which are shown in Figure 
11, enables a holistic view of workforce management . The three 

actors can thus form an effective trio if they combine their 
competencies on an equal footing . The following page describes 
a target picture of how the responsibilities are combined in a 
competence-oriented manner . Most Leading Practices live or 
aspire to this goal .

The HR organization is responsible for the workforce 
management strategy and strategic resource planning . HR 
also makes strategic make-or-buy decisions and monitors the 
effectiveness and efficiency of workforce management .

The purchasing organization is responsible for the procurement 
process and the portfolio of suppliers and freelancers . It leads the 
negotiation processes and manages global and regional contracts, 
including relationship management . In addition, purchasing 
handles the ordering and operational onboarding as well as 
quality assurance and qualification checks of the suppliers .

The specialist departments are responsible for the specification 
of requirements, including the necessary competencies and 
scope of the necessary resources . They request the requirements 
and provide information for personnel planning (e .g . within the 
scope of annual planning) . In operational terms, the specialist 
areas manage scheduling, site access, time recording or service 
acceptance and invoice approval .
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Figure 11. Prototypical roles within the collaboration model of workforce management.
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Governance  
 
Even if processes and responsibilities are defined, practice in 
a large number of companies still deviates significantly from 
this target state . Leading Practices therefore rely on centralized 
governance of the entire workforce management system to ensure 
and control its correct application . Only in this way can efficiency, 
quality, compliance, safety regulations and personnel policy issues 
be reliably taken into account . Among other things, gateways are 
used as governance instruments at defined points in the process . 
Defined checks are carried out in order to pass these and to 
continue with the process after the corresponding release . 

This can, for example, be an early make-or-buy decision, in the 
course of which it is checked whether the required external 
competences can also be served internally, whether framework 
agreements with the respective provider exist, whether the choice 
of working model is in line with the long-term strategy (depending 
on category and region) and whether safety regulations, 
compliance and personnel/social policy regulations are observed .
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« We understand that 
we need to improve our 
workforce management 
and we need a stronger 
HR strategy. HR should 
be responsible for the 
entire pipeline – from 
permanent staffing 
to the use of the gig 
economy. »

Purchasing
Sourcing

HR

Compliance

Governance

Framework Processing
Business

Abbildung 12. Collaboration model in Total Workforce Management.



Forms of organization

In order to realize the cooperation model, different forms of organization are chosen and partly 
combined in the Leading Practice . These are usually different forms of matrix organizations and 
shared service centers .

In most cases, cooperation is regulated by a matrix organization in which the mutually sepa-
rated HR and purchasing organizational areas work together via defined interfaces along the 
process and serve the departments as service providers . The design of matrix organizations is 
low-threshold and builds on the existing competencies and processes of the organizational units . 

However, the competencies are not as strongly bundled as, for example, in a Shared Service 
Center Organization . As flexibility and standardization increase, these are becoming more 
important and are becoming internal managed service providers . With a single point of contact, 
they provide all services centrally to the specialist departments and accompany them and their 
employees through the end-to-end process . Within this unit, the essential competences for the 
largest possible scope of process steps are bundled .

For example, Shared Service Centers can holistically manage the relationships with a portfolio of 
providers (including platform economy providers) and, in coordination with the business depart-
ments on the one hand and the providers on the other, manage the entire procurement process 
from the requirement request to onboarding . The Shared Service Center is also where informa-
tion for performance management and evaluation comes together and controls off-boarding as 
well as subsequent relationship management .

In addition, strategic organizational units in the form of competence centers, such as talent 
organizations, can be formed to develop and control the workforce management strategy, the 
governance of processes and organization and to ensure compliance .

The choice and specific design depends, in particular, on the existing organizational structures, 
the strategic orientation of workforce management and the corresponding processes . If the 
management of internal and external employees is separated, parallel organizations can also be 
used for different end-to-end processes .
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#   IT systems along the workforce management end-to-end 
process promote transparency, standardization, compliance 
and efficiency

#   No system on the market fulfils all requirements completely

#   Leading Practices combine and integrate multiple systems 
(including HCM, PPS, VMS, TRM, TMS, LMS) based on a 
central ERP system

#   Platforms / MSPs are partly integrated

5.4  Systems



In Leading Practices, cross-divisional cooperation along workforce 
management processes is consistently supported by IT systems . 
IT systems create transparency both with regards to the requi-
rements in specialist areas and the current workforce (including 
costs and working models used) and with regards to process 
handling and cooperation . The mandatory use of IT systems 
supports the standardization of processes, ensures compliance 
through defined responsibilities and corresponding authorizations 
and check routines, and can promote the efficiency of processes, 
for example, through automation options 

There is a large number of systems available on the market for a 
wide range of requirements, industries and company sizes, which 
offer corresponding functionalities - from personnel requirements 
planning to procurement and control to retention . However, none 
of the systems offers all of the required functionalities, which is 
why a combination of usually 2-4 systems is used in the Leading 
Practice, starting with the specific requirements . These are integ-
rated in order to map workforce management holistically on the 
system side . The basis for this is usually an Enterprise Resource 
Planning System (ERP), in which the information from the sur-
rounding systems is combined with specific functions .

The choice of systems should be based on the requirements 
resulting from the processes and the cooperation . Due to the 
sometimes massive effort required to adapt certain systems and 
functionalities to the specific processes, however, there is a mutu-
al dependency in practice [31] . Some companies cooperate clo-
sely with system providers in the adaptation and corresponding 
further development of the systems and thus achieve a win-win 
situation [32] . One of the Leading Practice companies investi-
gated cooperates with SAP Field-glass, for example . In addition, 
the company’s internal systems can be connected with those of 
suppliers such as managed service providers and platforms - Lea-
ding Practice companies have already implemented this in some 
cases . Figure 13 provides a simplified overview of system types 
along the end-to-end workforce management process . 
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Abbildung 13. System types along the end-to-end process.



In workforce planning, requirements can be planned at budget, 
RTD and skill level using personnel planning systems (PPS), pro-
ject management systems (PS) and human capital management 
systems (HCM) . Established personnel planning systems include 
Workday, SAP, Peoplesoft and Tiresias .

E-procurement systems support personnel procurement from the 
requisition, sourcing and ordering to contract management and 
in some cases service recording . Vendor Management Systems 
(VMS) are used to manage suppliers (including communication 
and contract management) and recruiting systems support quali-
ty assurance and candidate selection . Significant efficiency gains 
can be achieved through standardized service specifications 
and requirements, but also through consolidated invoicing and 
streamlined approval processes . In addition, e-procurement is the 
basis for creating transparency about the external work force, its 
areas of application and costs . Current e-procurement solutions 
are very capable with respect to the traditional management 
of temporary employees and services; less mature are often the 
functionalities for the management of freelancers as well as 
crowd- and gig-work . Frequently, a market-leading VMS solution, 
such as SAP Fieldglass and Beeline, is implemented in order to 
map or integrate the procurement and invoice processing process 
holistically .

In the onboarding and offboarding process, cloud-based infras-
tructure plays a significant role, in addition to the HCM systems 
for managing the current workforce, through which external 
employees can easily and securely access the required IT infras-
tructure . The service provision and control can be supported by 
collaboration systems, which, for example, enable the recording 
of services and hours . Talent Relationship Management Systems 
(TRM) including special platforms, e .g . for the management of 
the extended workforce, are used for retention and evaluation . In 
addition to HCM systems, personnel development can be suppor-
ted by Training Management (TMS) and Learning Management 
Systems (LMS) . 

In the on- and offboarding process, cloud-based infrastructure 
plays a significant role, in addition to the HCM systems for ma-
naging the current workforce, through which external employees 
can easily and securely access the required IT infrastructure . The 
service provision and control can be supported by collaboration 
systems, which, for example, enable the recording of services and 
hours . Talent Relationship Management Systems (TRM) including 
special platforms, e .g . for the management of the extended 
workforce, are used for retention and evaluation . In addition to 
HCM systems, personnel development can be supported by Trai-
ning Management (TMS) and Learning Management Systems 
(LMS) . 
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6.0   Outline of strategic 
options for action

#   Coordinated objectives are the basis for Total Workforce 
Management

#   Determining the scope and form of flexibility while 
choosing the degree to which an external workforce is used

#   Future-oriented piloting and establishment of selected 
working models

#   Strategic alignment of the operating model and existing 
initiatives

#   Rethinking the principles of successful work models

#   Adapt mindset from gig- / crowd work 

#   Differentiate by requirements and business criticality

#   Transparency, demand planning and KPIs as a basis for 
decision-making

#   Strategic control and governance through HR organization

#   Use synergies of HR and purchasing organization



For the reasons outlined in in chapter 1, making the workforce 
more flexible is seen as a competitive advantage that will gain in 
importance in the future . In order to make use of this advantage, 
suitable working models, processes, organizational structures and 
supporting IT systems are required . The basis for this is a uniform 
and holistic target picture (target end-state), which comprises the 
strategic orientation of workforce management . 

Leading Practice shows that the form, scope and areas of 
application of flexible working models, as well as operational 
workforce management, can be designed in fundamentally 
different ways depending on the strategic orientation . The 
elaboration and development of a target picture of workforce 
flexibility as a basis for the further design and promotion of 
workforce management is therefore recommended . The objective 
picture must answer fundamental questions about how the 
workforce is to be structured now and in the future and which 
principles are to be used to make decisions on the choice of 
working models . A large number of variables play a role in the 
design and decision-making process of the target picture; some 
of them are unknown but predictable at the present time; others, 
however, can be measured and influenced .

With a definition of the principles for the choice of working models, 
there is also the possibility of reassessing models that have been 
less suitable up to now and in the context of the target picture . 
Crowd- and gig-work serve as an example for an increasingly 
digital workforce management, which can react in an agile 
manner, precisely to changing requirements . They show how 
working models change in the context of digitization and changing 
values . Even if the market maturity of crowd- and gig-work has not 
yet been fully achieved, partly due to legal framework, companies 
that are already testing these formats today can proactively face 
the challenges and adapt the "fluid" mindset to promote internal 
and extended flexible workforce, thus gaining a competitive 
advantage for the future .

The operational design of workforce management should 
be geared to this goal . This will enable sustainable process-
related and organizational structures to be established and 
system-related procurement decisions to be made . Effective 
workforce management allows significant synergy effects and 
efficiency gains to be realized, but processes, organization and 
system landscape must be harmonized . The reorganization of 
workforce management leads to far-reaching changes, starting 
with personnel management, through corporate culture, to the 
organization of cooperation in operative business . It is therefore 
essential to involve the main stakeholders and those affected early 
on in the process, to provide them with tools and support them in 
overcoming the challenges .

6.1   Target image definition and 
strategic course

In general, making the workforce more flexible is seen as a 
response to the shortage of skilled workers and fluctuating work 
demands and workloads . As an essential basis for the target 
picture, the current and future needs and requirements from the 
perspective of the specialist departments, the holistic workforce 
management and the overarching corporate strategy must be 
taken into account, as must drivers and changing framework 
conditions . The objective is to determine how the company would 
like to position itself for the future - whether flexibility should be 
proactively shaped or whether a more reactive, demand-oriented 
control is desired . In this sense, it is also necessary to examine to 
what extent the general conditions can be influenced .

The target picture describes the ideal-typical target state of 
flexible working including the form, the extent and the areas 
of application of different working models . In most cases a 
differentiation is made . For example, a separation along the 
value chain between core functions on the one hand, and 
innovation-driven investment projects on the other, can be 
made . A separation according to function type and qualification 
level of the employees (see Figure 5) can also be made, or an 
overall skill-based consideration of workforce management can 
be useful . When developing the target picture, a holistic view of 
workforce management including the interactions with personnel 
and organizational development is recommended . It is not only 
necessary to answer the question of which working models should 
be aimed at and to what extent, but also what development of 
the workforce and which organizational culture is aimed at . It must 
be ensured that this objective is supported by all stakeholders - 
specialist departments as well as social partners .

The target operating model is to be determined based on the 
target picture . The competencies and synergies of interlocking 
processes must be leveraged according to the organizational 
structure . . In addition to the strategic orientation, the target 
operation model is to be designed on the basis of KPIs along the 
dimensions of transparency, throughput time, effort and costs 
as well as compliance and security . The detailed design of the 
processes and the corresponding organizational structure must 
take into account not only efficiency and target orientation, but 
also the legal framework conditions, future adaptability, service 
quality for the departments and the possibilities of integrated 
systems . The current initiatives, which are mainly related to the 
improvement of business operations, can be integrated into this 
target operating model .
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6.2    Design of the Target Operating    
Model

In principle, it is recommended to internalize the ability of flexible 
workforce management and not to enter into a dependent 
relationship with individual providers and thus to limit one’s own 
market access . However, this does not fundamentally contradict 
cooperation with providers and agencies and the use of platforms 
whose services can be systematically integrated into the 
company’s own workforce management .

The basis for effective workforce management is integrated 
end-to-end processes as well as a process- and competence-
oriented cooperation model involving the specialist departments 
as well as the HR and purchasing organization . How the processes 
aredesigned in relation to the working models and which 
forms of organization are to be chosen is to be considered in 
detail depending on the strategic orientation and company-
specific characteristics . Central decisions relate, for example, 
to the extent to which the processes of internal and external 
workforce management are harmonized and centralized, whether 
procurement is managed proactively or reactively, and to what 
extent performance management, personnel recruitment and 
development are included in this process .

In the Leading Practice, standardization usually leads to 
significantly increased quality and speed along the relevant 
processes . In particular, the potential of centrally consolidated 
requirements planning and requirements as well as the 
standardization of catalogs and service specifications should again 
be mentioned here . These form the basis for transparency of 
requirements and working models used and also for the recording 
of KPIs based on the target picture . A continuous measurement 
can be realized by technical methods such as process mining . In 
this way, considerable potential benefits of process management 
in terms of process throughput times, reduction of error rates and 
cost savings are realized [IP1] . In addition, previously unknown 
findings with regards to the harmonization and optimization of 
processes are generated - the identification of process variants 
and frequencies creates a basis for discussion and acceptance of 
optimization measures .

In order to enable cross-departmental cooperation along the 
end-to-end process, as well as to ensure standardization and 
compliance, the use of supporting IT systems is considered 
indispensable in the Leading Practice . For the successful 
introduction and use of IT systems, it is essential to align them 
as closely as possible to the end-to-end process and to take into 
account the functionality of selected systems in the design of 
the process . It should be emphasized that currently no system on 
the market fulfills all the requirements of workforce management 
in a holistic manner and that instead the development of an 
integrated system landscape seems necessary .

In order to implement workforce management, close cooperation 
between the users in specialist areas,HR and purchasing 
organization is required . Leading Practice companies use 
an optimized cooperation model for the HR and purchasing 
organization as well as specialist departments and align 
themselves with the cross-divisional processes . Usually, the HR 
organization is responsible personnel strategy and centrally defines 
the specifications regarding the deployment of internal and 
external employees so that long-term, holistic personnel planning, 
including scenario simulations can be established . The extension 
of strategic personnel planning to external personnel under the 
direction of HR is seen as a major improvement in the Leading 
Practices . In addition, scenario planning, taking into account the 
working models to be used for each occupational cluster, is said 
to significantly improve the planning and control of the entire 
workforce . Effective communication and collaboration is a decisive 
factor in the cooperation of organizational units [27] [30] . For 
example, the specialist department should feedback information 
regarding the quality of the temporary employees to HR in order 
to improve future procurement decisions (e .g ., re-purchasing from 
this supplier, etc .) . Studies among managers point to a potential 
for optimization, since only 18% of those surveyed can observe 
effective cooperation between HR, purchasing and specialist 
departments [27] .

This management task is increasingly implemented internally in 
the Leading Practice and through a holistic approach in which 
HR takes over the governance of the entire end-to-end processes 
and, together with the purchasing organization, acts as an 
internal service provider . This results in an optimization of the 
interaction in planning, procurement and monitoring . One possible 
implementation is the creation of an internal organizational unit 
that combines competencies from the areas of purchasing and 
HR, as demonstrated by some Leading Practices . Depending on 
the target picture and the requirements resulting from the end-
to-end process, variants of matrix organizations may also prove 
to be most suitable . A classic procedure for the development and 
evaluation of such organizational variants lies in the assessment 
against predetermined evaluation criteria (e .g . degree of process 
orientation, existing competencies, reduction of interfaces, 
implementation effort, compatibility with business model, 
bundling of tasks with potential synergies, maintenance of agility/
adaptability etc .) .
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6.3    Decision options and procedure 
model

The development of a strategically oriented operating model is 
a long-term and sustainable transformation project that affects 
not only organizational structures, but also the corporate culture 
and the mindset of employees . The following procedural model 
provides an overview of the key milestones and course-setting 
measures along the implementation process towards a future-
oriented, holistic workforce management .

1.  Creating transparency with regards to the status quo of 
working models as well as current and future needs: 
An inventory of the processes and responsibilities in connection 
with the flexible deployment of internal and external employees 
in all areas of the company must be drawn up . In addition, both 
current and future requirements must be assessed and forecast . 

2.  Coordination of a target picture as a basis for sustainable 
workforce management: 
With the target picture, the ideal-typical state workforce 
flexibility is to be defined on the basis of coordinated targets 
and requirements . From this, the strategic orientation is derived, 
whether (a) the decision for working models is skill-based or 
categorical (e .g . according to function type) and (b) to what 
extent a broad spectrum of flexible working models is aimed for 
and demand-driven .

3.  Strategic orientation of the operating model: 
It must be clarified to what extent the workforce management 
is to be internalized . In principle, a consolidation and 
harmonization of the processes is recommended in order to 
control the work-force management globally and to make use 
of synergistic effects . Whether these should result in a single 
end-to-end process for the "total" workforce management of 
internal and external employees, or whether separate processes 
and process variants should be operated in parallel is to be 
clarified . How the competencies are to be combined and how 
the organization is to be structured (e .g . matrix organization 
or internal managed service provider) must also be clarified . 
In all cases, the establishment of central governance and the 
use of supporting systems to ensure transparency, efficiency, 
quality, compliance, personnel policy requirements and strategic 
orientation are of major importance . As a basis for sustainable 
change, all participants must be equally involved in this process .

4.  Classification of existing initiatives as well as future-
oriented piloting and establishment of selected working 
models: 
Existing initiatives with possible overlaps in content (e .g . 
"Dealing with external personnel", "Strategic occupational field 
analysis and personnel planning", "Further development of the 
pay system") are to be classified in the sense of the objectives . 
Selected working models along the dimensions of flexible 
working (e .g . via the platform economy) are to be evaluated, 
piloted and established on the basis of the target picture .

5.  Development of a favorable corporate culture and view of 
flexible employment 
In order for the establishment of flexible working models 
and the transformation of workforce management to be 
successful, a supportive corporate culture with a flexible view 
of employment and personnel development is required that is 
geared to the target picture . The introduction of an operating 
model requires not only a change in processes and structures, 
but also in the thinking and working methods of the company 
divisions involved and their employees . This change in culture 
and mindset can be actively shaped by accompanying change 
management .

The statistics (chapter 1) clearly show global trends towards 
an increasing use of flexible working models . These trends are 
promoted by several mutually reinforcing megatrends . Workforce 
flexibility does not seem to be a question of "if" but of "when" 
and "how" . Existing operating models, established processes, 
forms of organization, systems and corporate culture are being 
put to the test and the need for change is becoming increasingly 
apparent . Strategic orientation based on a target picture allows 
the direction of change to be determined confidently in order to 
proactively meet these challenges . Efforts can be focused on this 
target picture in order to establish an operating model that takes 
into account future developments and needs, promotes synergistic 
effects, enables standardized solutions that are coordinated with 
social partners and creates the framework for managing new 
needs and working models . This study, in which the main trends, 
framework conditions and Leading Practice are consolidated, 
offers a first starting point for this type of thinking .
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7.0 List of expert interviews

ID Description Position

IP1 BearingPoint Partner
  Director
  Senior Manager

IP2 Globally operating tire manufacturer Senior HR Business Partner

IP3 Globally leading chemical company Strategy Leader – Talent Management
  Global HR Center of Expertise Director

IP4 Multinational leading construction  Head Central Services Procurement Group
 and real estate service provider 

IP5 Leading international Head of HR IT
 telecommunications company
 
IP6 State Railway company Head of Human Resources Infrastructure
  Senior Advisor
  Head of personnel
  Lead Link HR Sourcing, Recruiting & Talents
  Head of Purchasing Group Services
  Head of HR Policies

IP7 Listed, international group for VP Global Procurement & SCM
 inspection and certification services

IP8 Leading Swiss Lead “Future Workforce Management”
 telecommunications company

IP9 Industry association of the  Executive Board
 Swiss staffing companies

IP10 Globally leading materials  Global Contractors Management 
manufacturer
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